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MSP Peer Strategies for Maximizing Revenue and Retention

KEY PEER INSIGHT

for Charting a Course to Profitable Growth

74% Plan to Grow Managed Services
54% More Focus on Managing Endpoints
82% Use an RMM Solution
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About the Survey Participants

ABOUT THE SURVEY PARTICIPANTS:
Decision Tree Labs conducted the Managed Services Benchmarking Survey in Q4 2014 on behalf of Autotask Corp. to collect
the prevailing wisdom of Managed Services Providers (MSPs) on which trends are significantly disrupting the industry and
how they are responding. More than 1,800 MSPs responded — one of the largest known surveys of Managed Services
providers. Autotask is pleased to present this groundbreaking report on the detailed research.*
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Summary: The New Provider Model And How To Monetize It

SUMMARY:

The New Provider Model And How To Monetize It
Managed Services Providers (MSP) respondents report
that their end clients are undergoing a sea change
in how they perceive managed services and what they
need from their MSP relationships.
End clients are working through ongoing transitions to
cloud apps and services, and dealing with the Internet
of Things and its ever-increasing number and variety
of devices. To process this increased complexity while
maintaining reliability and security of core hardware
and software, they are putting a bigger premium
on managed services and seeking longer-term, more
strategic MSP relationships.

TOP FINDINGS
MANAGED SERVICES has moved firmly into first place as the top
revenue producer for MSPs. More than 40% of respondents state
that managed services provides 50-100% of their revenue; 15%
said it accounts for 75% or above.
74% OF RESPONDENTS plan to continue to grow managed
services to increase revenues.
BACKUP AND RECOVERY is the No. 1 cloud service for potential
revenue. Security is No. 2, and Office Productivity Apps is No. 3.
NETWORKING AND PROJECTS still account for up to 40% of
revenues for about 3 in 4 respondents.
WHAT MATTERS MOST TO CLIENTS? MSPs say that
it’s not price! Respondents said customers value Quality (No. 1),
the Personal Touch and Working Relationship they provide
(No. 2), and their role as a Trusted Adviser (No. 3).
COST IS ALSO LOWER on the list for MSPs choosing RMM
solutions. Sixty-eight percent ranked Reliability as the key
criteria (only 4% chose Low Cost as the top consideration).
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In response to demand, MSPs have increased revenue
expectations for managed services. However, they also
are finding that the meaning of managed services is in
flux as lines are blurred among once-discrete offerings.
Clients want reliable but personalized touches from
MSPs, but they also want proactive guidance on how
to maximize technology investments.
To be successful in this dynamic market, MSPs need to
invest in systems, tools and solutions that provide:

“

The research shows not only more demand for

managed services, but also healthy demand
for networking and projects.

These are important engagements
because they serve to increase demand
for ongoing managed services.

”

– Ian Van Reenan, General Manager
Autotask Endpoint Management

Insight needed to be more proactive partners

•

Service automation to free up time for
consultative conversations.

•

Reliable and secure maintenance of an
ever-escalating number of endpoints;
preferably in a cloud environment

•
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On the Rise: Growth of Cloud and Managed Services is Closely Related

ON THE RISE:

Growth of Cloud and Managed Services is Closely Related
Clients have always needed reliability and security, but
with more cloud-based solutions and the proliferation of
devices and endpoints, delivering reliability and security
has become more complex.
“Clearly, the expansion of cloud technology is one of the
factors driving managed services growth,” said Van Reenan.
“Service providers should use this opportunity to create
more demand for their managed services and to build
out their portfolios with back up, security and other
cloud-related services.”

“

Cloud professional services revenue increased

50.4% to $17 billion in 2013, from $5 billion in
2010...it will grow at a compound annual growth
rate of 12% to $30 billion by 2018.

MANAGED SERVICES STRATEGY

9%
17%

74%
We are looking to increase our Managed Services revenue goals
We are meeting our Managed Services revenue goals
Not part of our model

”

– Cloud Professional Services Customer Report
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Respondents report increasing demand for cloud services and applications related to hosting,
while custom app development is becoming more specialized.
TOP 3 CLOUD SERVICES BY REVENUE POTENTIAL

1 Backup and Recovery
2 Security
3 Office productivity apps

BOTTOM LINE:
If you are among the 7.3% of providers that don’t
provide endpoint management, be prepared to be
replaced by providers who can meet industry demand.
As end client needs and endpoints become more
complex and integrated at an operational level, MSPs
will require tools that are easy to deploy and scale
and that also provide the analytics necessary to price
services profitability.

ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT 2013 VS. 2014

54.1%
37.2%

1.4%

7.3%

We’ve increased our focus on endpoint management
Our focus on endpoint management remains the same
We’ve decreased our focus on endpoint management
We don’t provide endpoint management
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End-Client Experience: How it’s Changing Managed Services Expectations

END-CLIENT EXPERIENCE:

How it’s Changing Managed Services Expectations
Though MSPs recognize that price will always play a
role in selection of service providers, they believe that
personal, customer-centric attributes will contribute
most to long-term client relationships.

BOTTOM LINE:

TOP 5 CLIENT RETENTION SUCCESS FACTORS FOR MSP

1
2
3
4
5

QUALITY SERVICE
PERSONAL TOUCH
AND WORKING RELATIONSHIP
BEING A TRUSTED ADVISER
SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT
PRICE

Delivering what clients need requires integrations
across the entire service catalog to ensure high
levels of service – and to gain insight into how to
improve and adjust service delivery to meet client
needs over time.
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10 THINGS CLIENTS THINK OF
WHEN THEY THINK OF MANAGED SERVICES

1

EFFICIENCY

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SECURITY

10

UPTIME

EXPERTISE
COST SAVINGS
CUSTOMER SERVICE
MONITORING
TIME SAVINGS
PROACTIVE
PEACE OF MIND

BOTTOM LINE:
Clients are looking to MSPs to not only help them use
technology more efficiently, but also more strategically.
Two types of technology are essential to do this: professional
services automation (PSA) and endpoint management.
PSA enriches the client experience by providing: proactive
and detailed client insight, self-help environments for both
service and education, and functions that convey a more
personal touch – even in between phone calls and site
visits (i.e., surveys, client portals, automated ticket updates,
billing detail, and co-management of service desk).
Delivering service through a modern endpoint-management
system built for cloud environments frees up time,
capacity and intellect, enabling the MSP to become a
more strategic partner.

Source: Tim Herbert, VP/Research & Market Intelligence, 2014 IT Industry Report,
CompTIA, www.compta.org
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Service Catalogs: Evolving as Managed Services Evolve

SERVICE CATALOGS:

Evolving as Managed Services Evolve
MSPs report that their clients still want them to provide
hardware, software and services such as Break/Fix.
But they also need support to make their business more
agile for keeping up with the pace of change in today’s
business environment. This is redefining previously discrete
services such as projects, cloud services, etc.
This trend favors providers positioned to deliver a wider
range of services – that are seamlessly integrated – while
continuing to deliver “nuts and bolts” services.

TOP REVENUE-GENERATING SERVICES*

94.3%

Managed Services

90.3%

Break/Fix | T&M

90.1%

Projects
*Percentage ranking as top revenue generator
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The good news is that there’s lots of room for providers
to improve their positions, according to CompTIA, which
found that 6 out of 10 U.S.-based MSPs said they don’t
yet consider themselves to be Skilled Experts.
HOW MSPS VIEW THEMSELVES

BOTTOM LINE:
4 out of 10

Skilled Experts

5 out of 10

Competent and
Getting Better

Clients expect more – a greater range of services,
more strategic guidance – and that trend will
only increase. Now is the time to expand your
offerings and expertise to position your business
for long term growth.

1 out of 10

Early on the
Learning Curve

Source: Tim Herbert, VP/Research & Market Intelligence, 2014 IT Industry Report,
CompTIA, www.compta.org
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Automation: Remote Monitoring, Endpoint Management are Essential Tools

AUTOMATION:

Remote Monitoring, Endpoint Management are Essential Tools
Survey respondents value RMM tools, based on findings that more than 80% use one. This aligns with other findings —
specifically, as managed services become more about cloud management and less about on-premises management, having
reliable, scalable and easy-to-use remote monitoring and endpoint management tools is becoming more essential.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR MSP TECHNOLOGY TOOLS
MORE REVENUE
HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY
ABILITY TO
MANAGE MORE DEVICES
REDUCTION IN DOWNTIME
REDUCTION IN
TICKETS/INCIDENTS

RELIABILITY
INTEGRATIONS
CLOUD PERFORMANCE
SCALABILITY
GOOD VENDOR
RELATIONSHIP

BOTTOM LINE: Remote monitoring is a staple of managed services, but modern endpoint management requires a reliable cloud
environment– one built to scale that can integrate easily with other solutions. As always, the vendor relationship
remains a critical factor.Delivering service through a modern endpoint-management system built for cloud
environments frees up time, capacity and intellect, enabling the MSP to become a more strategic partner.
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Conclusion

CONCLUSION:
Cloud hosting and the Internet of Things will continue
to dramatically impact business technology, and the
demands on MSPs to keep things simple and secure.
End-clients still value cost, efficiency and service, but
they value trustworthiness and reliability more than ever.
This change reinforces the opportunity for MSPs to move
from a role of project manager and maintenance engineer
to trusted advisor. But to fulfill both the “nuts-and-bolts”
and strategic needs of clients, MSPs will need to evaluate
their business and invest in systems, tools and solutions
that provide insight, automation and scalable reliability
and security.
For more thoughts on the changing state of Managed
Services, visit www.autotask.com/resources.

5 TAKEAWAYS FOR GROWING MS REVENUES

1

EVALUATE YOUR PORTFOLIO to emphasize
shifting client needs and preferences.

2

BE PROACTIVE, not reactive, to client needs.

3

CHOOSE EASILY INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS that seamlessly scale.

4

AUTOMATE MANUAL PROCESSES
but maintain personalized touches.

5

ADD OR UPGRADE to a modern endpoint
management solution.
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IT DRIVES THE WORLD. WE DRIVE IT.
®

www.autotask.com
sales@autotask.com
Telephone +1 518 720 3500

Autotask Corporation helps IT organizations worldwide work smarter with a complete,
cloud-based IT business management platform and endpoint management solution
that delivers unmatched efficiency, accountability and business intelligence.

SHARE THIS REPORT

HOW-TO RESOURCES:
Whitepaper: Smart IT Guide to Pricing Managed Services
On-demand Webinar: Why Customer Experience, Why Now?
Checklist: 10 Metrics Every IT Service Provider Should Be Tracking
Blog: Can You Spot a ‘Cloud’ Poser?
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